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Combined PDF of Acquisition Logs Maintained on Cruise 06018 (CRUISE06018_ACQUISITIONLOGS.PDF)

Metadata also available as - [Outline] - [Parseable text] - [XML]

Frequently anticipated questions:

	What does this data set describe?
    	How might this data set be cited?
	What geographic area does the data set cover?
	What does it look like?
	Does the data set describe conditions during a particular time period?
	What is the general form of this data set?
	How does the data set represent geographic features?
	How does the data set describe geographic features?


  
	Who produced the data set?
    	Who are the originators of the data set?
	Who also contributed to the data set?
	To whom should users address questions about the data?


  
	Why was the data set created?
	How was the data set created?
    	From what previous works were the data drawn?
	How were the data generated, processed, and modified?
	What similar or related data should the user be aware of?


  
	How reliable are the data; what problems remain in the data set?
    	How well have the observations been checked?
	How accurate are the geographic locations?
	How accurate are the heights or depths?
	Where are the gaps in the data?  What is missing?
	How consistent are the relationships among the data, including topology?


  
	How can someone get a copy of the data set?
    	Are there legal restrictions on access or use of the data?
	Who distributes the data?
	What's the catalog number I need to order this data set?
	What legal disclaimers am I supposed to read?
	How can I download or order the data?


  
	Who wrote the metadata?




[bookmark: what]What does this data set describe?



Title:

Combined PDF of Acquisition Logs Maintained on Cruise 06018 (CRUISE06018_ACQUISITIONLOGS.PDF)


Abstract:

In order to test hypotheses about groundwater flow under and into Chesapeake Bay, geophysical surveys were conducted by U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) scientists on Chesapeake Bay and the Potomac River Estuary in September 2006. Chesapeake Bay resource managers are concerned about nutrients that are entering the estuary via submarine groundwater discharge, which are contributing to eutrophication. The USGS has performed many related studies in recent years to provide managers with information necessary to make informed decisions about this issue. The research carried out as part of the study described here was designed to help refine nutrient budgets for Chesapeake Bay by characterizing submarine groundwater flow and discharge of groundwater beneath part of the mainstem and a major tributary, the Potomac River Estuary.





	[bookmark: what.1]How might this data set be cited?

Bratton, John F., Foster, David S., and Worley, Chuck, 2010, Combined PDF of Acquisition Logs Maintained on Cruise 06018 (CRUISE06018_ACQUISITIONLOGS.PDF): Open-File Report 2009-1151, U.S. Geological Survey, Coastal and Marine Geology Program, Woods Hole Coastal and Marine Science Center, Woods Hole, MA.
Online Links:

	https://doi.org/10.3133/ofr20091151

	http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2009/1151/data/survey_logs/cruise06018logs.zip

	http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2009/1151/html/catalog.html







This is part of the following larger work.


Cross, VeeAnn A., Foster, David S., and Bratton, John F., 2010, Continuous Resistivity Profiling and Seismic-Reflection Data Collected in 2006 from the Potomac River Estuary, Virginia and Maryland: Open-File Report 2009-1151, U.S. Geological Survey, Reston, VA.
Online Links:

	http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2009/1151/








	[bookmark: what.2]What geographic area does the data set cover?

West_Bounding_Coordinate: -76.856667

East_Bounding_Coordinate: -76.310249

North_Bounding_Coordinate: 38.295665

South_Bounding_Coordinate: 37.946077



	[bookmark: what.3]What does it look like?

	[bookmark: what.4]Does the data set describe conditions during a particular time period?
	Beginning_Date: 04-Sep-2006
	Ending_Date: 09-Sep-2006
	Currentness_Reference:
	ground condition
	




	[bookmark: what.5]What is the general form of this data set?



	[bookmark: what.6]How does the data set represent geographic features?
	[bookmark: what.6.a]How are geographic features stored in the data set?


	[bookmark: what.6.b]What coordinate system is used to represent geographic features?





	[bookmark: what.7]How does the data set describe geographic features?





[bookmark: who]Who produced the data set?

	[bookmark: who.1]Who are the originators of the data set? (may include formal authors, digital compilers, and editors)
	John F. Bratton

	David S. Foster

	Chuck Worley




	[bookmark: who.2]Who also contributed to the data set?

	[bookmark: who.3]To whom should users address questions about the data?

John F. Bratton

U.S. Geological Survey

Woods Hole Coastal and Marine Science Center

Woods Hole, MA 



(508) 548-8700  x2254 (voice)

(508) 457-2310 (FAX)

jbratton@usgs.gov








[bookmark: why]Why was the data set created?


To provide the data acquisition logs in PDF format. These logs can be invaluable in sorting out issues and questions with the data collected on cruise 06018.




[bookmark: how]How was the data set created?

	[bookmark: how.1]From what previous works were the data drawn?

	[bookmark: how.2]How were the data generated, processed, and modified?
	Date: 2009 (process 1 of 6)

	
The individual handwritten log books maintained by John Bratton and Chuck Worley were scanned and converted to PDF documents by the scanner. An Excel spreadsheet maintained on board ship during the cruise was also converted to a PDF using Acrobat PDF maker within Excel. There is one post-cruise addition to the spreadsheet survey log. This is a comment indicating that the difference between UTC time and local time was 4 hours, not five hours.
Person who carried out this activity:


VeeAnn A. Cross

U.S. Geological Survey

Marine Geologist

Woods Hole Coastal and Marine Science Center

Woods Hole, MA 



(508) 548-8700  x2251 (voice)

(508) 457-2310 (FAX)

vatnipp@usgs.gov



Data sources used in this process:
	06018_surveylog.xls



Data sources produced in this process:
	06018_surveylog_vmod.pdf

	chuck_notes.pdf

	jbratton_notes.pdf




	Date: 2009 (process 2 of 6)

	
The three individual logs were combined into a single PDF with book marks for each original log using Adobe Acrobat Professional version 8.1.
Person who carried out this activity:


VeeAnn A. Cross

U.S. Geological Survey

Marine Geologist

Woods Hole Coastal and Marine Science Center

Woods Hole, MA 



(508) 548-8700  x2251 (voice)

(508) 457-2310 (FAX)

vatnipp@usgs.gov



Data sources used in this process:
	06018_surveylog_vmod.pdf

	jbratton_notes.pdf

	chuck_notes.pdf



Data sources produced in this process:
	cruise06018_acquisitionlogs.pdf




	Date: 16-Jun-2016 (process 3 of 6)

	
Edits to the metadata were made to fix any errors that MP v 2.9.32 flagged. This is necessary to enable the metadata to be successfully harvested for various data catalogs. In some cases, this meant adding text "Information unavailable" or "Information unavailable from original metadata" for those required fields that were left blank. Other minor edits were probably performed (title, publisher, publication place, etc.). The distribution format name was modified in an attempt to be more consistent with other metadata files of the same data format. The metadata date (but not the metadata creator) was edited to reflect the date of these changes. The metadata available from a harvester may supersede metadata bundled within a download file. Compare the metadata dates to determine which metadata file is most recent.
Person who carried out this activity:


U.S. Geological Survey

Attn: VeeAnn A. Cross

Marine Geologist

384 Woods Hole Rd.

Woods Hole, MA 



508-548-8700 x2251 (voice)

508-457-2310 (FAX)

vatnipp@usgs.gov




	Date: 20-Jul-2018 (process 4 of 6)

	
USGS Thesaurus keywords added to the keyword section.
Person who carried out this activity:


U.S. Geological Survey

Attn: VeeAnn A. Cross

Marine Geologist

384 Woods Hole Road

Woods Hole, MA 



508-548-8700 x2251 (voice)

508-457-2310 (FAX)

vatnipp@usgs.gov




	Date: 18-Nov-2019 (process 5 of 6)

	
Crossref DOI link was added as the first link in the metadata.
Person who carried out this activity:


U.S. Geological Survey

Attn: VeeAnn A. Cross

Marine Geologist

384 Woods Hole Road

Woods Hole, MA 



508-548-8700 x2251 (voice)

508-457-2310 (FAX)

vatnipp@usgs.gov




	Date: 08-Sep-2020 (process 6 of 6)

	
Added keywords section with USGS persistent identifier as theme keyword.
Person who carried out this activity:


U.S. Geological Survey

Attn: VeeAnn A. Cross

Marine Geologist

384 Woods Hole Road

Woods Hole, MA 



508-548-8700 x2251 (voice)

508-457-2310 (FAX)

vatnipp@usgs.gov







	[bookmark: how.3]What similar or related data should the user be aware of?





[bookmark: quality]How reliable are the data; what problems remain in the data set?

	[bookmark: quality.1]How well have the observations been checked?


	[bookmark: quality.2]How accurate are the geographic locations?


	[bookmark: quality.3]How accurate are the heights or depths?


	[bookmark: quality.4]Where are the gaps in the data?  What is missing?

This PDF contains all the information contained in the three original sources.

	[bookmark: quality.5]How consistent are the relationships among the observations, including topology?

Information unavailable from original metadata.





[bookmark: getacopy]How can someone get a copy of the data set?


[bookmark: getacopy.0]Are there legal restrictions on access or use of the data?


Access_Constraints: None.

Use_Constraints:

The public domain data from the U.S. Government are freely redistributable with proper metadata and source attribution. Please recognize the U.S. Geological Survey as the originator of the dataset.







	[bookmark: getacopy.1]Who distributes the data set? (Distributor 1 of 1)


John F. Bratton

U.S. Geological Survey

Woods Hole Coastal and Marine Science Center

Woods Hole, MA 



(508) 548-8700  x2254 (voice)

(508) 457-2310 (FAX)

jbratton@usgs.gov




	[bookmark: getacopy.2]What's the catalog number I need to order this data set?
Downloadable Data

	[bookmark: getacopy.3]What legal disclaimers am I supposed to read?

Neither the U.S. government, the Department of the Interior, nor the USGS, nor any of their employees, contractors, or subcontractors, make any warranty, express or implied, nor assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, nor represent that its use would not infringe on privately owned rights. The act of distribution shall not constitute any such warranty, and no responsibility is assumed by the USGS in the use of these data or related materials. Any use of trade, product, or firm names is for descriptive purposes only and does not imply endorsement by the U.S. Government.



	[bookmark: getacopy.4]How can I download or order the data?
	Availability in digital form:
	Data format:	
This WinZip (version 9.0) file contains the PDF document, as well as the associated metadata files.
 in format PDF

Size: 3.4

	Network links:	
http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2009/1151/data/survey_logs/cruise06018logs.zip

http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2009/1151/html/catalog.html


	Media you can order:	
DVD-ROM
(Density 4.75
GBytes)
(format UDF)




	Cost to order the data: None.





	[bookmark: getacopy.6]What hardware or software do I need in order to use the data set?

The user must be capable of uncompressing the WinZip file. The user must then have software capable of viewing a PDF document.







[bookmark: metaref]Who wrote the metadata?

	Dates:

	Last modified: 08-Sep-2020


	Metadata author:

	

VeeAnn A. Cross

U.S. Geological Survey

Marine Geologist

Woods Hole Coastal and Marine Science Center

Woods Hole, MA 



(508) 548-8700  x2251 (voice)

(508) 457-2310 (FAX)

vatnipp@usgs.gov




	Metadata standard: 
	FGDC Content Standards for Digital Geospatial Metadata (FGDC-STD-001-1998)




This page is <https://cmgds.marine.usgs.gov/catalog/whcmsc/open_file_report/ofr2009-1151/cruise06018_acquisitionlogs.pdf.faq.html>
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